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Abstract
Introduction: Spinal anesthesia during elective cesarean section often induces maternal
hypotension, and vasopressors are the most reliable agents to counteract this. We
conducted a systematic review and network meta-analysis to compare and specifically
evaluate the efficacy of vasopressors in preventing maternal hypotension (effectiveness)
and decreasing fetal acidosis (safety) in parturients undergoing spinal anesthesia for
cesarean section. Methods: We performed a systematic and comprehensive search
to identify all randomized controlled studies on vasopressors to manage maternal
hypotension during cesarean section under spinal anesthesia, which had been published
until June 30, 2019 and updated until September 20, 2020. A network meta-analysis was
conducted to combine direct and indirect comparisons of vasopressors. The primary
outcomes included minimum systolic blood pressure, the incidence of hypotension,
and fetal acidosis. Stata SE 15.0 was used for the meta-analysis. Results: Forty-five
studies (n = 3,369) with six different vasopressors injected using various methods were
included. Based on the surface under the cumulative ranking curve (SUCRA) value,
intravenous (IV) continuous infusion of mephentermine (SUCRA value 83.4%) was
the most efficacious vasopressor with the lowest incidence of hypotension, followed by
continuous infusion of ephedrine with norepinephrine bolus (81.6%) and norepinephrine
(76.4%). Compared with an IV bolus injection, all analyzed vasopressors were more
effective when they were infused continuously for managing maternal hypotension. In
terms of safety, only angiotensin II as an IV continuous infusion (94.7%) was efficacious
in preventing fetal acidosis, resulting in a pH closer to 7.4, and there were no significant
differences in umbilical arterial pH between the test and control groups. Conclusion:
Clinicians should continuously infuse vasopressors to manage maternal hypotension
during cesarean section under spinal anesthesia. According to SUCRA, norepinephrine
administered as an IV continuous infusion was the third most efficacious vasopressor
with the lowest incidence of maternal hypotension, and it could be a potential alternative
to phenylephrine. Meanwhile, only angiotensin II administered as an IV continuous
infusion caused less umbilical arterial acidosis than the control group.
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1. Introduction

Spinal anesthesia offers a rapid onset and reliable surgical
anesthesia with a failure rate of < 1% [1, 2]. However, the
risk of maternal hypotension is higher with spinal anesthesia
than with epidural anesthesia. This is because spinal anes-
thesia results in a rapid sympathetic vasomotor blockade that
causes arteriolar vasodilation and decreases systemic vascular
resistance, which is impossible to titrate [3]. Therefore, spinal
anesthesia lowers not only maternal mean arterial blood pres-
sure, but also reduces uteroplacental perfusion, leading to a

low Apgar score and fetal acidosis. Previous studies on spinal-
induced maternal hypotension have reported an incidence rate
of up to 80% in the absence of prophylaxis [4–6].

The use of vasopressors is the most reliable method for
counteracting spinal anesthesia-induced hypotension [7]. Va-
sopressors act on α1-, β1-, and β2-adrenoreceptors in the heart
and vascular systems. The physiological response of these
adrenoreceptor agonists depends on the type and location of
the receptors. Vasoconstriction is mainly mediated by α1-
receptors. However, some vasopressors can also directly or
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indirectly stimulate β1- and/or β2-receptors, leading to posi-
tive inotropic (increasing cardiac contractility) and/or positive
chronotropic (increasing heart rate [HR]) effects. The complex
hemodynamic effects of various vasoconstrictors depend on
the relative stimulation of these adrenoreceptors. In contrast,
cardiovascular reflex responses to vasopressors may result in
other changes, including unwanted reflex bradycardia.

Ephedrine has been the first-line agent used in obstetric
anesthesia for many decades [8]. However, recent clinical tri-
als have demonstrated that compared with ephedrine, phenyle-
phrine, which has a potent direct α1 effect, decreases the
risk of fetal acidosis [9, 10]. However, pH and base ex-
cess values are still within the normal range in many studies,
and no differences in the incidence of true fetal acidosis and
neonatal morbidities have been reported in systematic reviews
of randomized controlled trials (RCTs) of ephedrine versus
phenylephrine [11, 12].

Phenylephrine is a pure vasoconstrictor; thus, its use is often
associated with reflex bradycardia and a consequent decrease
in cardiac output (CO). CO is an important requisite for oxygen
delivery to peripheral tissues, including the placenta, and hence
is more important than BP itself, especially under conditions of
fetal hypoxemia during delivery. Responding to this emerging
information, some investigators have suggested using nore-
pinephrine as a potential alternative to phenylephrine [13].
Norepinephrine is not only a potent α1-adrenergic agonist, but
also a relatively mild β1-agonist; therefore, it increases both
HR and cardiac contractility. Hence, norepinephrine might be
an effective vasopressor for maintaining maternal BP and CO
during spinal anesthesia [13].

The ideal vasopressor would not only maintain maternal
hemodynamic stability but also have minimal detrimental ef-
fects on the uteroplacental blood flow and neonatal clinical
outcomes. However, it is not clear which vasopressor more
effective during cesarean section for parturients and fetuses.
Thus, we conducted a network meta-analysis (NMA) to com-
pare and specifically evaluate the efficacy of vasopressors in
simultaneously preventing maternal hypotension and decreas-
ing fetal acidosis in women undergoing spinal anesthesia for
elective cesarean section.

2. Methods

We developed a protocol for this systematic review and
NMA according to the preferred reporting requirements
for a systematic review and meta-analysis protocol
(PRISMA-P) statement [14]. The protocol was registered
with the PROSPERO network (registration number:
CRD42018111852; www.crd.york.ac.uk/prospero) on
October 18, 2018, and published it in a peer-reviewed journal
[15]. This systematic review and NMA of vasopressors for the
management of maternal hypotension during cesarean section
under spinal anesthesia was performed according to the
protocol recommended by the Cochrane Collaboration [16]
and has been reported according to the PRISMA extension for
NMA guidelines [17].

2.1 Search strategy
We searched MEDLINE, EMBASE, the Cochrane Central
Register of Controlled Trials (CENTRAL), and Google
Scholar using search terms related to vasopressors for the
management of maternal hypotension during cesarean section
under spinal anesthesia for articles published until June 30,
2019 and updated until September 20, 2020. Search terms
used for MEDLINE and EMBASE are listed in the appendix.
Two authors screened the titles and abstracts of the retrieved
articles. Reference lists were imported to Endnote software
8.1 (Thompson Reuters, CA, USA), and duplicate articles
were removed. Additional relevant articles were identified
by scanning the reference lists of articles obtained from the
original search.

2.2 Inclusion and exclusion criteria
We included only RCTs that compared two or more vaso-
pressors for the management of maternal hypotension during
cesarean section under spinal anesthesia.

The PICO-SD information was composed as follows:
1. Patients (P): all parturients receiving cesarean section

under spinal anesthesia.
2. Intervention (I): vasopressors to treat or prevent hypoten-

sion in parturients receiving cesarean section, which might be
injected using different methods (intravenous [IV] bolus vs.
IV continuous infusion) or via different routes (intramuscular
[IM] vs. IV).

3. Comparison (C): the same vasopressor injected using
different methods or routes, other vasopressors using the same
method, placebos, or no treatment.

4. Outcome measurements (O): the primary outcomes were
maximum and minimum systolic blood pressures (SBPs), in-
cidence of hypertension and hypotension during cesarean sec-
tion, and pH of the umbilical artery or vein. The secondary
outcomes were incidence of bradycardia, tachycardia, and
neonatal Apgar score.

5. Study design (SD): RCTs
Ineligible studies had the following features:
1. Review articles, case reports, case series, letters to the

editor, commentaries, proceedings, laboratory science studies,
and all other non-relevant studies.

2. Studies that failed to report the outcomes of interest.
3. Dose-finding studies, for instance, those that used an up-

and-down sequential method or compared different doses of a
single vasopressor.

There were neither language limitations nor date restrictions
in our study.

2.3 Study selection
The titles and abstracts identified through the search strat-
egy described above were reviewed independently by two
investigators. To minimize data duplication due to multiple
reporting, papers by the same author, organization, or country
were compared. For articles determined to be eligible based
on the title or abstract, the full paper was retrieved. Potentially
relevant studies chosen by at least one author were retrieved,
and the full text was evaluated. Articles meeting the inclusion
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criteria were assessed separately by two authors, and any
disagreements were resolved through discussion. In cases
where an agreement could not be reached, the dispute was
resolved with the help of a third investigator. If the authors
were similar or incidence data were extracted from the same
database, the study period was assessed. If the study periods
overlapped, only the most recent study was included.

2.4 Data extraction
Using a standardized extraction form, the following data were
extracted independently by two investigators: (1) title, (2)
name of the first author, (3) name of the journal, (4) year
of publication, (5) SD, (6) types of vasopressors, (7) dose
of vasopressors, (8) country, (9) risk of bias (ROB), (10)
inclusion criteria, (11) exclusion criteria, (12) age, (13) number
of subjects, (14) the highest value of SBP during the study
period (SMPmax), (15) the lowest SBP during the study period
(SBPmin), (16) incidence of hypertension during the study
period, (17) incidence of hypotension during the study period,
(18) pH of the umbilical artery or vein, (19) incidence of brady-
cardia during the study period, (20) incidence of tachycardia
during the study period, and (21) neonatal Apgar score.

The definitions of hypotension, hypertension, bradycardia,
and tachycardia were based on the values defined in each
study. If the information was inadequate, attempts were made
to contact the study authors, and additional information was
requested. If unsuccessful, missing information was calculated
from the available data if possible or was extracted from figures
using the open-source software Plot Digitizer (version 2.6.8;
http://plotdigitizer.sourceforge.net).

The reference lists were divided into two halves. Two
investigators completed data extraction, one for each half of the
reference list. Data extraction forms were then cross-checked
to verify the accuracy and consistency of the extracted data.

2.5 Study quality assessment.
The quality of the studies was independently assessed by
two investigators using the ROB tool, according to the Re-
view Manager (version 5.3, The Cochrane Collaboration, Ox-
ford, UK). Quality was evaluated using the following potential
sources of bias: sequence generation, allocation concealment,
blinding of participants or outcome assessor, incomplete data,
and selective reporting. The methodology for each study was
graded as “high”, “low” or “unclear” to reflect the ROB [16].

2.6 Statistical analysis
Ad-hoc tables were designed to summarize data from the
included studies to show their key characteristics and any
important questions related to the review objectives. After
extracting the data, reviewers determined the feasibility of the
meta-analysis.

A multiple treatment comparison NMA is a meta-analysis
generalization method that includes both direct and indirect
RCT comparisons of treatments. A random-effects NMA
based on a frequentist framework was performed using Stata
software (version 15; StataCorp LP, College Station, TX,
USA) based on mvmeta with NMA graphical tools developed

by Chaimani and colleagues [18].
Before conducting NMA, we evaluated the transitivity as-

sumptions by examining the comparability of ROB (all versus
removing high ROB for randomization, allocation conceal-
ment, and blinding of the outcome assessors), demographic
characteristics, and types of vasopressors as potential treatment
effect modifiers across comparisons.

A network plot linking all included vasopressors was formed
to indicate the types of vasopressors, the number of parturi-
ents under different vasopressors, and the level of pair-wise
comparisons. The nodes show vasopressors being compared,
and the edges show the available direct comparisons among
the vasopressors. The nodes and edges were weighted based
on the number of parturients and the inverse of the standard
error of effect.

Contribution plots presented the percentage contribution of
each estimate in the summary estimate and the entire network.
We displayed the contribution percentage of each comparison
by weighted squares in a contribution plot.

We evaluated the consistency assumption for the entire net-
work using the design-by-treatment interaction model. We
also evaluated each closed loop in the network to discern local
inconsistencies between the direct and indirect effect estimates
for the same comparison. For each loop, we estimated the
inconsistency factor as the absolute difference between the
direct and indirect estimates for each paired comparison in the
loop [19].

The mean summary effects with a confidence interval (CI)
are presented together with their predictive intervals (PrIs) to
facilitate interpretation of the results considering the magni-
tude of heterogeneity. PrIs provide an interval that is expected
to encompass the estimate of a future study.

A rankogram and cumulative ranking curve were drawn for
each vasopressor. Rankogram plots are the probabilities for
treatments to assume a possible rank. We used the surface
under the cumulative ranking curve (SUCRA) values to present
the hierarchy of vasopressors for the primary and secondary
outcomes. SUCRA is a relative ranking measure that ac-
counts for uncertainty in the treatment order or, in other words,
accounts for both the location and variance of all relative
treatment effects. A higher SUCRA value is regarded as a
better result for individual interventions [20].

A comparison-adjusted funnel plot was used to assess the
presence of small-study effects [21].

3. Results

3.1 Study selection
We initially retrieved 240 articles from MEDLINE, EMBASE,
CENTRAL, and Google Scholar, in addition to a manual
search, and the flow diagram is depicted in Fig. 1. After re-
moving duplicated articles from among 219 potentially eligible
articles, we finally included 45 RCTs with 3,369 participants
[9, 13, 22–64]. These RCTs were conducted in 15 countries,
with the United States contributing to the highest number (12
articles, Table 1). All articles were reported in English, except
for two: one in French [31] and the other in Portuguese [29].

http://plotdigitizer. sourceforge.net
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FIGURE 1. PRISMA flow diagram of study selection process.

3.2 Study characteristics

In papers published since 1976, we identified six types of
vasopressors and 14 different management modalities (in total,
94 directly compared groups) to treat or prevent hypotension
in parturients during cesarean section under spinal anesthe-
sia (Fig. 2). These vasopressors were ephedrine, phenyle-
phrine, angiotensin II, metaraminol, mephentermine, and nore-
pinephrine. Ephedrine (36/94, 38.3%) was the most commonly
studied vasopressor among these published trials, followed
by phenylephrine (31/94, 33.0%). In terms of management
modalities, ephedrine IV continuous infusion (20/94, 21.3%)

was the most commonly studied, followed by phenylephrine
IV continuous infusion (18/94, 19.1%), ephedrine IV bolus
(14/94, 14.9%), and phenylephrine IV bolus (13/94, 13.8%).
Although various endpoints were measured in all included
studies (Fig. 3), the Apgar score was the most commonly mea-
sured endpoint (36/45 studies, 80.0%), followed by umbilical
arterial blood gas analysis (34/45, 75.6%) and the incidence of
hypotension (32/45, 71.1%).
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FIGURE 2. History of management modality types and frequencies. Y-axis shows the number of the articles that studied
each vasopressor. (A) Yearly trend of the number of the articles including the way and route of injection for each vasopressor.
(B) The changes of studied vasopressors over time.

3.3 Study quality assessment

The ROB assessment of the included studies using the
Cochrane tool is presented in Table 2. Only four studies
had a low ROB in all domains. The most common risk was
the incomplete blinding of participants and personnel (8/45
studies, 17.8%). However, its effect on the statistical analysis
might be limited because most of the measured endpoints were
objective outcomes such as vital signs or results of laboratory
studies, except for nausea. Furthermore, most of the data
collection (42/45, 93.3%) was completed as scheduled because
the studies were conducted during the time of anesthesia in
the operating room. In terms of selective outcome reporting,
many study protocols (36/45, 80%) were not registered with
the clinical registry before enrollment, especially the studies
published before 2006. The network plots for all measured
endpoints are documented in the supplementary data (Fig.
S1).

3.4 Synthesis of results

This study aimed to compare and specifically evaluate different
vasopressors in terms of effectiveness in managing maternal
hypotension and ensuring safety by avoiding adverse maternal
and fetal outcomes. To this end, we selected the incidence of
hypotension (iHypo) and lowest SBP (SBPmin) as represen-
tative indicators of effectiveness. Umbilical arterial pH and

Apgar score were chosen as representative indicators of safety
in this analysis. All data for statistical analysis, except for these
indicators, are presented in the supplements. In most studies,
the control groups were performed only fluid loading, although
the total injection volume was different.

(1) Effectiveness
Incidence of hypotension: In total, 31 studies (2,266 pa-

tients) measured the incidence of hypotension, although the
definition of hypotension was different among the included
studies. The network plot of all eligible comparisons for this
endpoint is depicted in Fig. 4A. Although all 14 management
modalities (nodes) were connected to the network, four nodes
(control, ephedrine IV bolus, ephedrine IV continuous infu-
sion, and phenylephrine IV continuous infusion) were com-
pared more than the other 10 nodes. Evaluation of the network
inconsistency using the design-by-treatment interaction model
suggested no evidence of statistically significant inconsistency
(χ2(9) = 11.22, P = 0.2612).

The expected mean rankings and SUCRA values for each
management modality are depicted in Fig. 5A. According to
the SUCRA value, when compared to the control, mephen-
termine IV continuous infusion (SUCRA value: 83.4%) was
the most efficacious modality with the lowest incidence of
hypotension, followed by continuous infusion of ephedrine
with norepinephrine bolus (81.6%), norepinephrine (76.4%),
ephedrine mixed with phenylephrine (75.2%), phenylephrine
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FIGURE 3. Various endpoints that were frequently
measured in all of the included studies. Abbreviation:
SBP = systolic blood pressure; SBPmin = minimum systolic
blood pressure; SBPmax = maximum systolic blood pressure;
iHTN = incidence of hypertension; iHypo = incidence
of hypotension; HR = heart rate; iBrady = incidence of
bradycardia; UABGA = umbilical arterial blood gas analysis;
UVBGA = umbilical venous blood gas analysis; iFAc =
incidence of fetal acidosis; N = nausea; V = vomiting.

(74.7%), and angiotensin II (68.4%) IV continuous infusion
in the order of effectiveness. The predictive interval plot (Fig.
6A) showed that all analyzed vasopressors were more effective
than the control only when they were infused continuously and
injected intramuscularly. On the other hand, no bolus injection
of the studied vasopressors did not show such an effect.
Minimum SBP (SBPmin): A total of 30 studies (2,577

patients) measured SBPmin, although the total duration (150 s
to 60 min) and time interval (20 s to 5 min) of BP measurements
varied considerably among the studies. The network plot of
all eligible comparisons for this endpoint is depicted in Fig.
4B. Although all 14 nodes were connected to the network, two
nodes (ephedrine IV continuous infusion and phenylephrine IV
continuous infusion) were compared more than the other 12.
Evaluation of the network inconsistency suggested no evidence
of statistically significant inconsistency (χ2(7) = 5.97, P =
0.5427).

The expected mean rankings and SUCRA values for each
management modality are depicted in Fig. 5B. According to
the SUCRA value, when compared to the control, phenyle-
phrine IV continuous infusion (SUCRA value: 85.5 %) was the
most efficacious in maintaining higher SBPmin, followed by

ephedrine mixed with phenylephrine (83.3%) IV continuous
infusion and ephedrine IM injection (81.6%) in the order of
effectiveness. The predictive interval plot (Fig. 6B) showed
that the three interventions described above were significantly
more effective than the control.

(2) Safety
Umbilical arterial pH: A total of 34 studies (2,434 pa-

tients) sampled umbilical arterial blood for gas analysis. The
network plot of all eligible comparisons for this endpoint
is depicted in Fig. 4C. Thirteen management modalities,
except the ephedrine IM injection, were connected to the
network. Four nodes (ephedrine IV bolus and continuous
infusion, phenylephrine IV bolus, and continuous infusion)
were compared more than the other nine nodes. Evaluation
of the network inconsistency suggested no evidence of statis-
tically significant inconsistency (χ2(10) = 18.99, P = 0.0404),
and in the inconsistency plot, all 95% confidence intervals
(Cis) included zero, which means that there was no local
inconsistency in the loop.

The expected mean rankings and SUCRA values of each
intervention are shown in Fig. 5C. According to the SUCRA
value, when compared to the control, angiotensin II as an
IV continuous infusion (SUCRA value 94.7%) was the most
efficacious, resulting in a pH closer to 7.4. On the CI plot,
angiotensin II as IV continuous infusion was the only vasopres-
sor with a statistically significant difference in the umbilical
arterial pH when compared to the control (Fig. 6C, 95% CI
[0.00, 0.12], Supplementary Table S10).
Apgar score: A total of 20 studies (1,638 patients) mea-

sured Apgar scores at 1 min and 5 min after delivery. The
network plot of all eligible comparisons for this endpoint
is depicted in Fig. 4D, E. Twelve management modalities,
except ephedrine IM injection and norepinephrine IV contin-
uous infusion, were connected to the network. The two trials
used norepinephrine IV continuous infusion as a management
modality and documented the Apgar score only as a categorical
variable. Therefore, we could not include it in the statistical
analysis. Evaluation of the network inconsistency suggested
no evidence of statistically significant inconsistency (1 min
Apgar score: χ2(7) = 3.41, P = 0.8448, 5 min Apgar score:
χ2(7) = 1.02, P = 0.9945).

The expected mean rankings and SUCRA values for each
intervention are depicted in Fig. 5D, E. According to the
SUCRA value, when compared to the control, metaraminol IV
continuous infusion (SUCRA value: 78.7% in 1 min, 97.0%
in 5 min) was ranked the most efficacious for its higher 1 min
and 5 min Apgar scores. However, in the case of 1 min Apgar
score, there was no statistical significance as per the predictive
interval plot (Fig. 6D). In contrast, the 5 min Apgar score
showed a statistically significant difference (Fig. 6E, 95% CI
[0.05, 2.03]).
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FIGURE 4. Network plots of the major endpoints. The nodes show vasopressors being compared, and the edges show the
available direct comparisons among the vasopressors. The nodes and edges are weighed on the basis of the number of parturients
and inverse of standard error of effect. (A) Incidence of hypotension, (B) Minimum systolic blood pressure (SBPmin), (C)
Umbilical arterial pH, (D) 1 min Apgar score, (E) 5 min Apgar score.

FIGURE 5. SUCRA (surface of under cumulative ranking curve) mean effectiveness ranking of major endpoints. (A)
Incidence of hypotension, (B) Minimum systolic blood pressure (SBPmin), (C) Umbilical arterial pH, (D) 1 min Apgar score, (E)
5 min Apgar score.
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FIGURE 6. Predictive interval plots between each management modalities and control group. A) Incidence of
hypotension, (B) Minimum systolic blood pressure (SBPmin), (C) Umbilical arterial pH, (D) 1 min Apgar score, (E) 5 min
Apgar score.

4. Discussion

An optimal management strategy for maternal hypotension
during cesarean section under spinal anesthesia has been one of
the central issues concerning the field of obstetric anesthesia.
The optimal strategy should not cause fetal acidosis and, at
the same time, avoid maternal complications such as nausea
and vomiting. Several attempts have been made to identify the
best management strategy, including the types of vasopressors,
methods of administration, and their optimal dose. How-
ever, a consensus has not been reached. From the literature,
we identified six types of vasopressors: ephedrine, phenyle-
phrine, angiotensin II, metaraminol, mephentermine, and nore-
pinephrine. Before 2005, most RCTs compared ephedrine with
other vasopressors (Fig. 2B). However, in 2012, a systematic
review and cumulative meta-analysis found that compared
with phenylephrine, ephedrine use was associated with an
increased risk of fetal acidosis [10]. Thereafter, studies have
focused more on phenylephrine than on ephedrine, especially
since 2015 (Fig. 2B). Some authors have recently conducted
RCTs to compare the effect of norepinephrine in preventing
maternal hypotension and to determine the optimal infusion
dose [13, 60–64].

NMA can increase the precision of the estimates and pro-
duce a relative ranking of all treatments for the studied outcome
by integrating direct evidence (from studies directly comparing
interventions) with indirect evidence (information about two
treatments derived via a common comparator) [18]. This will
provide researchers with valuable information for decision
making. In this NMA, we included only RCTs that directly
compared two or more vasopressors for the management of

maternal hypotension and did not include dose-finding stud-
ies, for instance, those that used an up-and-down sequential
method or compared different doses of one vasopressor. The
main results of this systematic review and NMA are as follows.

(1) All analyzed vasopressors were more effective when
infused continuously than when injected as an IV bolus, even
when injected several times with multiple intermittent boluses.

(2) Compared to the control, angiotensin II as an IV continu-
ous infusion was the only effective vasopressor that caused less
umbilical arterial acidosis than the control group. However,
there was no statistically significant difference between the 1
min and 5 min Apgar scores.

4.1 Effectiveness
Our results show that IV continuous infusion of all vasopres-
sors described above and IM injection of ephedrine are more
effective than the control in lowering the incidence of maternal
hypotension. In addition, the full predictive interval plot of
the incidence of hypotension, presented in the supplements
(Fig. S7), shows that these are more effective than an IV bolus
injection of vasopressors. The predictive interval is a range
of values that predict the values of new observations based on
the existing model. Therefore, we suggest the abovementioned
strategies to be more effective than the control, although more
trials must be conducted in the future to prove the same. Con-
sequently, we can conclude that clinicians should continuously
infuse vasopressors for prophylaxis or treatment of maternal
hypotension during cesarean section under spinal anesthesia.



160TABLE 1. A summary of characteristics of included studies for the network meta-analysis.
ID Author

Year
Country Management No. of patients Purpose P/T Definition of hypotension Total dose* Endpoints

1 [22] USA
Control 9

P SBP < 100 torr No statement SBP, SBPmin, iHypo,
Apgar score, UVBGA, N or VE 50 mg IM 8

2 [23] USA
E 5 mg IV bolus 29

T Any decrease of baseline SBP
41 ± 4 mg iHypo, Apgar score, UABGA,

UVBGA, N or VP 40 µg IV bolus 31 335 ± 31 µg

3 [24] Finland
E 50 µg/hr IV 9

P Fall in SBP > 10 mmHg
from the baseline No statement SBP, DBP, iHypo, HR,

Apgar score, UABGA, UVBGAP 1 mg/hr IV 8

4 [25] USA
E 5 mg IV bolus 16

T
SBP < 100 mmHg or 36.2 ± 22.7 mg

UABGA, UVBGA, iFAc
P 40 µg IV bolus 14 < 90% of baseline 258.5 ± 138.2 µg

5 [26] USA
Control 10

P SBP < 70% of baseline No statement MBP, iHypo, Apgar score, UABGA,
UVBGA, iFAc, N and/or VE 10 mg/hr IV 10

A II 1~33 ng/kg/min IV 10

6 [27] USA
E 5 mg IV bolus 20

T SBP < 100 mmHg
39.5 ± 18.5 mg

Apgar score, UABGA, UVBGA
P 40 µg IV bolus 20 364 ± 149 µg

7 [28] USA
Control 30

T SBP ≤ 100 mmHg
0.18 ± 0.03 mg/kg SBPmin, iHypo, Apgar score,

UABGA, iFAc, VE 10 mg IV bolus 92 0.33 ± 0.02 mg/kg

8 [29] USA
E 50~75 mg/hr IV 19

T SBP < 80% of baseline No statement SBP, SBPmin, iHypo, HR, iBrady,
Apgar score, UABGA, iFAcP 1.15 mg/hr IV 19

9 [30] UK
Control 23

P SBP < 80% of baseline
14.8 ± 12.0 mg SBP, iHypo, HR, Apgar score, UABGA,

UVBGA, N or VE 0.25 mg/kg IV 23 30.7 ± 7.47 mg

10 [31] USA
A II 10 ng/kg/min IV 29

P SBP < 90% of baseline
500 ± 320 ng/kg SBP, iHTN, iHypo, HR, iBrady, Apgar score,

UABGA, UVBGA, N or VE 5 µg/kg/min 25 790 ± 640 µg/kg

11 [32] South Africa
Control 20

P
SBP < 100 mmHg or

 SBPmin, SBPmax, iHTN, iHypo,
iTachy, Apgar score, UVBGAE 35 mg IM 20 < 70% of baseline

12 [33] USA
Control 20

P SBP < 80% of baseline
31.25 ± 16.53 mg

MBP, iHypo, HR, Apgar score
E 10 mg IV bolus 20 29.5 ± 18.7 mg

13 [34] Belgium
Control 24

T
SBP < 100 mmHg or

No statement SBPmin, iHypo, Apgar score, iFAc
E 5 mg IV bolus 24 < 70% of baseline

14 [35] USA
E 2 mg/min IV 20

P
SBP < 100 mmHg or 68 ± 23 mg

SBP, SBPmin, SBPmax, iHTN, iHypo,
HR, Apgar score, UABGA, UVBGA, VEP (E 2 mg/min 19 < 80% of baseline E41 ± 21 mg

+ P 10 µg/min) IV   P 178 ± 81 µg

15 [36] Hong Kong
E 5 mg/min IV 25

T SBP < 90% of baseline
50.0 ± 25.1 mg SBP, SBPmin, SBPmax, iHypo, HR,

Apgar score, UABGA, UVBGA, iFAc, N or VMT 0.25 mg/min IV 25 3.1 ± 0.9 mg

16 [37] UK

P 0~4 mg/hr IV 48

P SBP < 80% of baseline No statement SBP, SBPmin, iHypo, HR, iBrady, Apgar score,
UABGA, UVBGA, iFAc, N

E 0~120 mg/hr IV 50
EP (E 0~2 mg/hr + 49
P 0~60 mg/hr) IV  
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TABLE 1. Continued
ID Author

Year
Country Management No. of patients Purpose P/T Definition of hypotension Total dose* Endpoints

17 [38] Turkey
E 2.5~5 mg/min IV 15

P SBP < 80% of baseline
33.5 ± 7.7 mg

SBP, iHypo, HR, UABGA, UVBGA, N
E 10 mg IV bolus 15 29.7 ± 8.5 mg

18 [39] UK
E 2 mg/ml, 30

P SBP < 80% of baseline
39.2(29.5-43.9) mg

SBPmin, SBPmax, MBP, iHTN,
iHypo, iBrady, iTachyP 67 µg/ml, 30 0.97(0.68-1.28) mg

2.5~40 ml/hr IV   

19 [40] Hong Kong
P 100 µg/min IV 26

P SBP < 80% of baseline No statement SBPmin, SBPmax, iHTN, HR, Apgar score,
UABGA, UVBGA, N & VP 100 µg IV bolus 24

20 [41] Nigeria
Control (Prehydration) 30

P SBP < 80% of baseline
9.8 ± 5.5 mg SBP, iHTN, iHypo, HR, Apgar score,

iBrady, iTachy, N, VE 1.5 mg/min 30 39.8 ± 6.0 mg

21 [42] India
E 2.5 mg/min 30

T
SBP ≤ 80% of baseline 19.9 ± 11.45 mg SBP, SBPmax, HR, iBrady, Apgar score,

UABGA, UVBGA, iFAc, N or VMP 2.5 mg/min 30 or < 100 mmHg 17.2 ± 10.38 mg

22 [43] USA
E 10 mg IV bolus 20

P
SBP < 80% of baseline 29.25 ± 18.5 mg

SBPmin, SBPmax, iHypo,
Apgar score, UABGA, UVBGAEP (E10 mg+P40 µg) IV bolus 20 or < 100 mmHg E 25.25 ± 8.5 mg

   P 101 ± 34 µg

23 [44] UK
E 10~100 mg/hr IV 40

P
SBP < 75% of baseline 39.64 ± 6.33 mg

UABGA, N
P 0.1~1 mg/hr IV 40 or < 100 mmHg 496.45 ± 78.3 µg

24 [39] UK
E 45~180 mg/hr IV 27

P SBP < 80% of baseline
9(7-23) mg SBPmin, SBPmax, MBP, iHTN, iHypo,

Apgar score, UABGA, UVBGAP 1~4 mg/hr IV 27 0.63(0.43-0.96) µg

25 [45] Norway
Control 40

P SBP < 90 mmHg No statement SBP, MBP, DBP, HR, CO, SVR, SV
P 0.25 µg/kg/min IV 40

26 [46] Hong Kong
E 10 mg IV bolus 102

T SBP < 100 mmHg No statement SBPmin, SBPmax, iHypo, UABGA,
UVBGA, N or VP 100 µg IV bolus 102

27 [47] South Africa
E 10 mg IV bolus 20

T SBP < 80% of baseline No statement MBP, MBPmax, HR, Apgar score,
UABGA, N & VP 80 µg IV bolus 20

28 [48] Brazil
E 10 mg IV bolus 30

P SBP ≤ 80% of baseline
14 mg iHypo, iBrady, Apgar score,

UABGA, UVBGAP 80 µg IV bolus 30 186 µg

29 [49] Hong Kong
E 8 mg/min IV 52

P SBP < 80% of baseline
62.3(44.8-79.2) mg SBPmin, SBPmax, iHTN, iHypo, iBrady,

Apgar score, UABGA, UVBGA, N or VP 100 µg/min IV 52 1300(960-1690) µg

30 [50] Nigeria
E 5 mg IV bolus 31

T
SBP < 70% of baseline

No statement SBP, iHTN, iHypo, Apgar score, N
P 100 µg IV bolus 31 or < 100 mmHg

31 [51] France
E 195 mg/hr IV 20

P SBP < 90% of baseline
68 ± 25 mg HR, QTc, Apgar score, UABGA,

UVBGAP 2.5 mg/hr IV 20 1.1 ± 0.4 mg

32 [52] India
P 50 µg/min IV 30

P
SBP ≤ 80% of baseline

 SBP, iHTN, iHypo, HR, iBrady, Apgar score,
UABGA, UVBGA, N, VMP 600 µg/min IV 30 or < 100 mmHg

33 [53] India
E 6 mg IV bolus 30

T SBP ≤ 80% of baseline
12.5 ± 5.1 mg SBP, SBPmin, SBPmax, iHTN, HR, iTachy, iBrady,

Apgar score, UABGA, UVBGAP 100 µg IV bolus 30 0.16 ± 0.06 mg
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ID Author

Year
Country Management No. of patients Purpose P/T Definition of hypotension Total dose* Endpoints

34 [54] India

E 3 mg/ml 29

P SBP < 80% of baseline No statement SBP, iHTN, iHypo, iTachy, iBrady,
Apgar score, N

P 100 µg/ml 31
EP (E1.5 mg+ P50 µg)/ml 33

20~80 ml/hr IV  

35 [55] India
E 2.5 mg/min IV 26

P SBP < 80% of baseline
39.3 ± 14.6 mg

SBP, iHTN, iHypo, HR, iBrady, Apgar score,
UABGA, UVBGA, iFAc, N & VMT 0.25 mg/min IV 27 1.7 ± 0.9 mg

P 15 µg/min 32 283.6 ± 99.8 µg

36 [56] Lebanon
P 0.75 µg/kg/min IV 40 P SBP < 80% of baseline 1533 ± 519 µg SBP, iHTN, iHypo, HR, iBrady, Apgar score,

UABGA, UVBGA, N or VP 100 µg IV bolus 39 T and < 100 mmHg 313 ± 214 µg

37 [13] Hong Kong
P 0~100 µg/min IV 52

P SBP < 80% of baseline No statement SBP, HR, iBrady, Apgar score, UABGA,
UVBGA, iFAc, N or VNE 0~5 µg/min IV 49

38 [57] India
E 2.5 mg/min IV 45

P SBP < 90% of baseline No statement SBP, iHTN, iHypo, HR, iBrady,
UABGA, UVBGAP 30 µg/min IV 45

39 [58] UK
E 5 mg/min IV 20

P SBP < 80% of baseline
62.5 ± 4.77 mg

SBP, HR, UABGA, UVBGA, iFAc
P 100 µg/min IV 20 2.23 ± 0.45 µg

40 [59] Thailand
E 6 mg IV bolus 177

T SBP < 80% of baseline
12(6-60) mg SBPmin, Apgar score, Neonatal capillary

blood glucose/lactate/amphetamineP 100 µg IV bolus 177 100(100-200) µg

41 [60] USA
P 100 µg/kg/min IV 38

P SBP < baseline No statement SBP, DBP, HR, iHypo, iBrady, CO, CI,
SV, SVR, Apgar score, UVBGA, NNE 0.05 µg/kg/min IV 43

42 [61] Inidia
P 100 µg IV bolus 45

T
SBP ≤ 80% of baseline 200(100-300) µg SBP, SBPmin, SBPmax, HR, iBrady, iHTN,

Apgar score, iFAc, UABGA, UVBGANE 5 µg IV bolus 45 or < 100 mmHg 5(5-10) µg

43 [62] China
E 4 mg/min IV + NE 8 µg

bolus
49

P SBP < 80% of baseline
E 25(20-30.5) mg NE

0(0-8) µg
SBP, SBPmin, SBPmax, iHTN, iHypo, HR, iBrady,

iTachy, Apgar score, UABGA, iFAc, N, V
NE 4 µg/min IV +NE 8 µg

bolus
48 NE 25(20-30.5) µg

44 [63] China
Control 98

P SBP < 80% of baseline No statement SBP, SBPmin, SBPmax, iHTN, iHypo, HR,
iBrady, UABGA, N, VNE 0.05 µg/kg/min IV 97

45 [64] China
P 100 µg/ml IV bolus 50

T SBP < 80% of baseline
100(100-400) iHTN, iHypo, Apgar score,

UABGA, UVBGA, iFAc, N, VNE 8 µg/min IV bolus 52 16(8-40)

* Data are expressed as mean± SD or median (interquartile range). Abbreviations: E = ephedrine; P = phenylephrine; EP = ephedrine mixed with phenylephrine; A II = angiotensin II; MT = metaraminol; MP = mephentermine;
NE = norepinephrine; Purpose (P = Prevention, T = Treatment); SBP = systolic blood pressure; SBPmin =minimum systolic blood pressure; SBPmax =maximum systolic blood pressure; SBPmean =mean systolic blood pressure;
MBP = mean blood pressure; MBPmax = highest mean blood pressure; DBP = diastolic BP; iHTN = incidence of hypertension; iHypo = incidence of hypotension; HR = heart rate; iTachy = incidence of tachycardia; iBrady =
incidence of bradycardia; CO = cardiac output; CI = cardiac index; SVR = systemic vascular resistance; SV = stroke volume; UABGA = umbilical arterial blood gas analysis; UVBGA = umbilical venous blood gas analysis; iFAc
= incidence of fetal acidosis; N = nausea; V = vomiting.
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TABLE 2. Summary of risk of bias assessment.

ID Author,
Year

Sequence
generation

Allocation
concealment

Blinding of participants,
personnel

Blinding of
outcome assessors

Incomplete
data

Selective outcome
reporting

Other source
of bias

1 [22] unclear no specific statement unclear no specific
statement

high different injection
number

unclear no specific
statement

low no exclusion unclear not predefined unclear no statement of
sample size

2 [23] unclear no specific statement unclear no specific
statement

unclear no specific statement,
but same volume

unclear no specific
statement

low 1/60 excluded unclear not predefined unclear no statement of
sample size &
equipotency

3 [24] unclear no specific statement low randomization
list

low both blinded low blinded unclear 2/19 excluded unclear not predefined unclear no statement of
sample size &
equipotency

4 [25] unclear no specific statement unclear no specific
statement

unclear no specific statement unclear no specific
statement

unclear 4/30 excluded unclear not predefined unclear no statement of
sample size &
equipotency

5 [26] unclear no specific statement unclear no specific
statement

high different drug volume unclear no specific
statement

low 2/32 excluded unclear not predefined unclear no statement of
sample size &
equipotency

6 [27] unclear no specific statement unclear no specific
statement

unclear no specific statement,
but same volume

unclear no specific
statement

low 4/44 excluded unclear not predefined unclear no statement of
sample size &
equipotency

7 [28] unclear no specific statement unclear no specific
statement

high different injection
number

unclear no specific
statement

low no exclusion unclear not predefined high discrepancy in
sample size

8 [29] unclear no specific statement low opaque envelope low both blinded low blinded low 2/40 excluded unclear not predefined unclear no statement of
equipotency

9 [30] unclear no specific statement unclear no specific
statement

high no prehydration in
study group

unclear no specific
statement

low no exclusion unclear not predefined unclear no statement of
sample size

10 [31] unclear no specific statement low opaque envelope high different drug volume unclear no specific
statement

low no exclusion unclear not predefined unclear no statement of
equipotency

11 [32] unclear no specific statement unclear no specific
statement

unclear no specific statement,
but same volume

unclear no specific
statement

low no exclusion unclear not predefined unclear no statement of
sample size

12 [33] unclear no specific statement low sealed envelope low both blinded low automatically
recorded

low no exclusion unclear not predefined unclear no statement of
sample size

13 [34] unclear no specific statement unclear no specific
statement

unclear no specific statement,
but same volume

unclear no specific
statement

low 2/50 excluded unclear not predefined unclear no statement of
sample size

14 [35] low random table /c
stratification

low sealed envelope low both blinded unclear no specific
statement

low 3/42 excluded unclear not predefined low none

15 [36] low shuffled low sealed envelope low both blinded low automatically
downloaded

low 4/42 partially
excluded

unclear not predefined low none

16 [37] unclear no specific statement low envelope
selection

low both blinded low blinded low 3/147 partially
excluded

unclear not predefined low none

17 [38] unclear no specific statement low sealed envelope high discrepancy in
injection type

unclear no specific
statement

low no exclusion unclear not predefined unclear no statement of
sample size

18 [39] unclear no specific statement low envelope
selection

low both blinded unclear no specific
statement

low no exclusion unclear not predefined low none

19 [40] low computer generated
code

low sealed envelope low both blinded low automatically
downloaded

low no exclusion unclear not predefined low none

20 [41] unclear no specific statement low blind balloting high no prehydration in
study group

unclear no specific
statement

low no exclusion unclear not predefined unclear no statement of
sample size

21 [42] unclear no specific statement low sealed envelope low both blinded unclear no specific
statement

low no exclusion unclear not predefined unclear no statement of
equipotency

22 [43] unclear no specific statement low sealed envelope low both blinded low blinded low 3/43 excluded unclear not predefined low none
23 [44] low computer-generated

code
low computer-

generated
code

low both blinded low blinded low 6/80 excluded unclear not predefined unclear no statement of
equipotency
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ID Author,
Year

Sequence
generation

Allocation
concealment

Blinding of participants,
personnel

Blinding of
outcome assessors

Incomplete
data

Selective outcome
reporting

Other source
of bias

24 [39] low computer-generated
code

low computer-
generated

code

low both blinded low blinded low no exclusion low predefined low none

25 [45] low list of random
numbers

low sealed envelope low both blinded low blinded low no exclusion unclear not predefined low none

26 [46] low computer-generated
code

low sealed envelope low both blinded low blinded low no exclusion low predefined unclear no statement of
equipotency

27 [47] low block randomization low sealed envelope low both blinded low blinded low 2/40 excluded unclear not predefined unclear no statement of
equipotency

28 [48] low computer-generated
code

low sealed envelope low both blinded low blinded low no exclusion unclear not predefined unclear no statement of
equipotency

29 [49] low computer-generated
code

low sealed envelope low both blinded low blinded low no exclusion low predefined low none

30 [50] low coded sealed
envelope

low coded sealed
envelope

low both blinded low blinded low no exclusion unclear not predefined unclear no statement of
sample size &
equipotency

31 [51] low online calculator unclear no specific
statement

low blinded low blinded low no exclusion unclear not predefined low none

32 [52] unclear no specific statement low sealed envelope low both blinded low blinded low 2/60 excluded in
fetal parameters

unclear not predefined low none

33 [53] low computer-generated
number

low allocation after
hypotension

unclear no specific statement,
but same volume

low blinded low no exclusion unclear not predefined unclear no statement of
equipotency

34 [54] low computer-generated
number

low sealed opaque
envelope

low both blinded low blinded high 39/132 dropout unclear not predefined unclear no statement of
equipotency

35 [55] low computer-generated
code

low sealed envelope low both blinded low blinded low 5/90 excluded unclear not predefined unclear no statement of
equipotency

36 [56] low computer-generated
number

low sealed opaque
envelope

low both blinded low blinded low 1/80 excluded low predefined low none

37 [13] low on-line random
number generator

low opaque envelope low both blinded low blinded low 3/104 excluded low predefined low none

38 [57] low computer-generated
number

low sealed opaque
envelope

low both blinded low blinded low 4/94 exclude unclear not predefined low none

39 [58] low computer-generated
number

low sealed opaque
envelope

low both blinded low blinded low 6/46 exclude, but
enough power

unclear not predefined unclear no statement of
equipotency

40 [59] low computer-generated
number

low sealed opaque
envelope

high discrepancy in
injection volume

unclear no specific
statement

low no exclusion low predefined unclear no statement of
equipotency

41 [60] low computer-generated
table

low sealed opaque
envelope

low both blinded low blinded low 4/85 exclude low predefined unclear no statement of
equipotency

42 [61] low Computer-generated
table

low Sealed opaque
envelope

low Both blinded low blinded low No exclusion unclear not predefined unclear no statement of
equipotency

43 [62] low computer-generated
number

low Sealed opaque
envelope

low Both blinded low blinded low 1/142 exclude low predefined unclear no statement of
equipotency

44 [63] low computer-generated
sequence

low Sealed opaque
envelope

low Both blinded low blinded low 5/200 exclude low predefined unclear no statement of
equipotency

45 [64] low computer-generated
number

unclear no specific
statement

low Both blinded low blinded low 9/102 exclude unclear not predefined low none
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In terms of minimum SBP, an IM injection of ephedrine, IV
continuous infusion of phenylephrine, ephedrine mixed with
phenylephrine, metaraminol, mephentermine, and ephedrine
were more effective than the control in maintaining SBP
higher. According to the SUCRA value, phenylephrine
IV continuous infusion is the most efficacious strategy.
Considering the predictive interval, only IM injection of
ephedrine, IV continuous infusion of phenylephrine and
ephedrine mixed with phenylephrine remained more effective
than the control.

We believe that this discrepancy is because of the differences
in the definition of maternal hypotension among the included
studies (Table 1). Some trials defined it as a fixed value such
as SBP 100 mmHg, and others defined it as a relative cut-off
ratio, such as SBP < 70-100% of baseline. Therefore, the
results, such as the incidence of hypotension and minimum
SBP, can differ. For this reason, we considered the incidence
of hypotension to be a more meaningful endpoint. In addition,
the dose of vasopressors varied among the included studies.
For example, in the case of fixed-rate infusion, ephedrine was
infused at a rate of 10 - 480 mg/h and phenylephrine within
the range of 0.9-6 mg/h. Both of these could be a source of
between-study heterogeneity.

Norepinephrine is an emerging vasopressor in the field of
obstetric anesthesia as a potential alternative to phenylephrine.
Norepinephrine is a potent α1-adrenergic agonist and has a
relatively modest β1-agonist activity. Therefore, it is expected
to be effective in maintaining maternal BP and in increasing
CO during spinal anesthesia [13]. Although CO has not been
clearly shown to correlate with regional uteroplacental blood
flow, maintaining or increasing CO may improve oxygen de-
livery to the placenta and fetus, which may be beneficial,
especially in circumstances of fetal hypoxemia. According
to our results, although continuous infusion of norepinephrine
IV was ranked the third most efficacious vasopressor that had
the lowest incidence of maternal hypotension, only mephenter-
mine [52] and Econ_NEbol (ephedrine IV continuous infusion
with norepinephrine intermittent bolus injection) [62] have
been studied in each article. However, there was no significant
difference when compared with an IV continuous infusion of
other vasopressors, except for ephedrine. In addition, the full
predictive interval plot of the minimum SBP, presented in the
supplements (Fig. S7A), showed no significant difference
between norepinephrine and other vasopressors administered
as an IV continuous infusion. These results agree with those
of two previous trials that compared phenylephrine with nore-
pinephrine IV continuous infusion [13, 60]. In those trials,
SBP was observed to be similar between the two groups from
induction until uterine incision. Nevertheless, this requires a
closer examination and future studies to determine the optimal
infusion rate and dosing strategy of norepinephrine for main-
taining SBP might change the existing notions.

4.2 Safety

One of the hazardous effects of maternal hypotension after
spinal anesthesia is a decrease in uteroplacental blood flow.
This may lead to fetal acidosis and a low Apgar score after
delivery. However, only 15 trials reported the incidence of

fetal acidosis (pH < 7.2 or 7.25) and 34 trials reported the
results of umbilical arterial pH. The risk of neonatal morbidity
is inversely related to pH [65]. Umbilical venous cord blood
reflects the combined effect of maternal acid-base status and
placental function, whereas umbilical arterial cord blood re-
flects the neonatal acid-base status. Therefore, we selected
umbilical arterial pH as one of the representative indicators of
safety.

Our analysis shows that angiotensin II as an IV continuous
infusion is the only method to effectively maintain a signifi-
cantly higher umbilical arterial pH (closer to 7.4) (Fig. 6C).
Angiotensin II is a potent vasopressor that is reported to have
fewer vasoconstrictive effects on the uteroplacental vascular
bed than on the systemic vascular bed [26]. Vincent RD et al.
showed that angiotensin II infusion maintained maternal SBP
during spinal anesthesia without increasing maternal HR or
causing fetal acidosis [31]. Therefore, it is a potentially advan-
tageous strategy for preventing maternal hypotension during
spinal anesthesia, although only two trials directly compared
angiotensin II with the others [26, 31].

According to the full predictive interval plot of the umbilical
arterial pH presented in the supplements (Fig. S7G), an IV
continuous infusion of phenylephrine was more effective in
maintaining a higher pH than ephedrine IV continuous infusion
(95% CI, [0.02-0.06]) and IV bolus injection (95% CI, [0.02-
0.10]). This finding is in agreement with that of previous
studies, [9, 10] which confirmed that maternal administration
of ephedrine induces higher fetal metabolism than phenyle-
phrine. As a result, it induces higher umbilical arterial carbon
dioxide tension (pCO2), lower blood pH, lower blood glucose
levels, and higher lactate levels in the neonatal umbilical artery
compared with the maternal administration of phenylephrine
[40]. Conversely, when we analyzed this further in accor-
dance with the predictive interval, there were no significant
differences between the two groups (95% PrI ephedrine IV
continuous infusion [-0.04-0.12] and IV bolus injection [-0.03-
0.15]), which means that statistical significance could have
been altered as described above.

Moreover, in terms of Apgar score, although compared to
the control metaraminol IV continuous infusion was ranked
the most effective management modality resulting in higher
1 min and 5 min Apgar scores, only the 5 min Apgar scores
were statistically significant according to the predictive inter-
val plot (95% CI [0.05-2.03]). Moreover, it was estimated that
statistical significance could change if more trials were to be
conducted in the future (95% PrI [-0.88-2.96]) (Fig. 6D, E).
Even angiotensin II had no statistical significance with respect
to the 1 min and 5 min Apgar scores. Generally, umbilical
cord blood gas analysis is more reliable than routine clinical
assessment at birth using the Apgar scoring system [66]. The
Apgar score is affected by numerous factors such as the type
of delivery, maternal sedation or anesthesia, congenital mal-
formations, gestational age, pH of the umbilical cord blood,
lactate concentration, and interobserver variability [67, 68].
Therefore, it is important to recognize the limitations of the
Apgar score. This corresponds closely with the results of many
previous studies that did not show a statistical difference in
Apgar scores.
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4.3 Limitations
The present systematic review and NMA had several limita-
tions. Because this was a meta-analysis, if the included studies
were sub-optimally conducted or already had a type of bias,
the resulting errors would definitely be reflected in this anal-
ysis. To begin with, many included studies did not conduct a
power analysis for calculating the adequate sample size (14/45,
31.1%). Although all included studies compared the effect
of two or more vasopressors as a management modality for
preventing or treating maternal hypotension, many included
studies did not select the dose of each vasopressor depending
on their own equipotency ratio of evidence (21/45, 46.7%).
Furthermore, the dose spectrums of injected vasopressors were
very wide, as described above. These factors could influence
the observed incidence of hypotension and minimum SBP
and could potentially act as confounding factors for assessing
effectiveness. Therefore, future studies in this subject should
be designed based on the equipotent dose of each vasopressor.

5. Conclusions

Based on available evidence, IV continuous infusion of all
analyzed vasopressors was more effective than the control
or IV bolus injection in lowering the incidence of maternal
hypotension during cesarean section under spinal anesthesia.
Therefore, clinicians should continuously infuse vasopressors
for managing maternal hypotension in this scenario. In con-
trast, angiotensin II, as an IV continuous infusion, was the only
effective strategy that caused less umbilical arterial acidosis
than the control group. However, there was no statistically
significant difference between the 1 min and 5 min Apgar
scores.
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